Information on your destination Hapimag Hamburg
Getting there
Car
A 24 from the east:
Take the exit on the left in the direction of Sievekingallee. At the roundabout take the first exit
(Sievekingallee). Turn slightly left onto Sievekingdamm and continue for approx. 1 km. Turn right onto
Hammer Landstraße. Continue past Borgfelder Straße, Berlinertordamm, Kurt-Schumacher-Allee, get into the
left lane on Altmannbrücke and turn into Klosterwall, follow the course to the right into Willy- Brandt-Straße
then turn right into Domstraße. Follow the street until you see the Jakobikirche on the left side. Get into the
left lane here and drive into Jakobikirchhof. Use one of the stopping bays here or around the corner in
Bugenhagenstraße. The main entrance is about 50m from the stopping bays at Steinstraße 12-14.
A7 from the south:
At motorway junction 37-Horster Dreieck, use one of the 2 left-hand lanes to follow the signs to the A1
in the direction of Lübeck/ Berlin/ Hamburg. Keep left at the fork in the road, continue on the A255 and
follow the signs for HH-Centrum / HH-Veddel and HH-Georgswerder. Continue on Veddeler
Brückenstraße/B4/B75. Keep left and continue on B4, follow Amsinckstraße into Willy- Brandt-Straße, then
turn right into Domstraße. Follow this until you see the Jakobikirche on the left. Get into the left-hand lane
here and drive into Jakobikirchhof. Use one of the stopping bays here or around the corner in
Bugenhagenstraße. The main entrance is about 50m from the stopping bays at Steinstraße 12-14.
A1 from the west:
See description of arrival via the A7
Airport
Take the S1 towards Wedel until you reach Hamburg Hauptbahnhof (when selecting a ticket, choose
“Hamburg Hbf Süd”). Take the exit in the direction of Steindamm and go up the stairs. Turn right and walk
through the station building. Then follow the sign “City/Mönckebergstraße” and go through the underpass.
When you exit the underpass, you will be in Mönckebergstraße between the Saturn and Karstadt Sport shops.
Turn left onto “Lange Mühren” street. Cross Bugenhagenstraße. The next street is Steinstraße. Turn right here.
You will find the Hapimag resort about 200 metres further along on the right-hand side. Please allow approx.
10 minutes for this journey.
Train
Travel to Hamburg Hauptbahnhof. From the platform, exit in the direction of Mönckebergstraße/Steindamm.
Climb the stairs. Turn right and walk through the station building. Then follow the sign
“City/Mönckebergstraße” and go through the underpass. When you exit the underpass, you will be in
Mönckebergstraße between the Saturn and Karstadt Sport shops. Turn left onto “Lange Mühren” street. Cross
Bugenhagenstraße. The next street is Steinstraße. Turn right here. You will find the Hapimag resort about 200
metres further along on the right-hand side. Please allow approx. 10 minutes for this journey.
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Arrival outside reception opening hours
If you arrive outside of reception opening hours, we will leave the key card for your holiday apartment for
you.
1. You will find a keyboard to the right of the main entrance door. Please enter there a 4-digit number,
which you will find on a poster at the entrance door.
2. Then pull the door to enter. When you enter you will find a Digibox on the right side. Enter there your
membership number and confirm with the hash key (#). Your membership number is on the booking
confirmation.
3. A key compartment door opens, in there you can find your key cards to your holiday apartment and
directions there.
4. With these cards you can enter through the sliding door (card reader on the left side) and enter your
holiday apartment. Also, you can use these cards for the main entrance at any time.
To be on the safe side, this description is once again attached to the main entrance door including an
emergency number. You can reach us at any time.
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